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Polarization dependent focusing lens by use of quantized
Pancharatnam–Berry phase diffractive optics
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Quantized Pancharatnam–Berry phase diffractive optics using computer-generated space-variant
subwavelength dielectric grating is presented. The formation of the geometrical phase is done by
discrete orientation of the local subwavelength grating. We discuss a theoretical analysis and
experimentally demonstrate a quantized geometrical blazed phase of polarization diffraction grating,
as well as polarization dependent focusing lens for infrared radiation at wavelength 10.6
mm. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1539300#
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One of the most successful and viable outgrowths
holography involves diffractive optical elements~DOEs!.
The DOEs diffract light from a generalized grating structu
having nonuniform groove spacing. They can be formed
thin optical elements that provide unique functions and c
figurations. High diffraction efficiencies for DOEs can b
obtained with kinoforms that are constructed as surface re
gratings on some substrate.1 However, in order to achieve
high efficiency, it is necessary to resort to complex fabri
tion processes that can provide the required accuracies
controlling the graded shape and depth of the surf
grooves. Specifically, in a single process one photomask
variable optical density is exploited for controlling the etc
ing rate of the substrate to form the desired graded re
gratings, or using multiple binary photomasks so the gra
shape is approximated by multilevel binary steps.1,2 Both
fabrication processes rely mainly on etching techniques
are difficult to accurately control. As a result, the shape a
depth of the grooves may differ from those desired, wh
would lead to a reduction of diffraction efficiency and po
repeatability of performance.

Previous researches have begun to investigate pola
tion diffraction gratings consisting of spatially rotatin
polarizers3 or waveplates.4 Recently we have demonstrate
simple polarization diffraction gratings based on continuo
space-variant computer-generated subwavelength gratin5

The derived phase was not a result of optical path diff
ences, but solely due to local changes in polarization, wh
was in fact a manifestation of the geometrical space-dom
Pancharatnam–Berry phase.5–8 Optical elements that exploi
this effect to form a desired phase front are cal
Pancharatnam–Berry phase optical elements~PBOEs!.5

However, applying the constraint on the continuity of t
subwavelength grating leads to a space variation of the l
period. As a result, the elements are restricted in their ab
to form a desired complex phase function in addition to
ing limited in their physical dimensions. Moreover, the res
of space varying periodicity complicates the optimization
the photolithographic process.

In this letter we present an approach for polarizat
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dependent DOEs based on quantized Pancharatnam–B
phase diffractive optics. We distinctly show that such e
ments can be realized with a discrete geometrical phase
ing a computer-generated space-variant subwavelength
electric grating. By discretely controlling the loca
orientation of such grating, which has uniform periodici
we have the ability to form more complex and sophistica
phase elements. We experimentally demonstrate quant
Pancharatnam–Berry phase optical elements~quantized
PBOEs! as a blazed diffraction grating and a polarizati
dependent focusing lens, for the 10.6mm wavelength from a
CO2 laser. We show that high diffraction efficiencies can
attained by utilizing a single binary computer-genera
mask, as well as forming multipurpose polarization dep
dent optical elements that are suitable for applications s
as optical interconnects, polarization beam splitting, opti
switching, and polarization state measurements.

The PBOEs are considered as wave plates with cons
retardation and space varying fast axes, the orientation
which is denoted byu(x,y). It is convenient to form such
space varying wave plates using subwavelength grat
When the period of a subwavelength periodic structure
smaller than the incident wavelength, only the zero order
propagating order, and all other orders are evanescent.
subwavelength periodic structure behaves as a uniaxial c
tal with the optical axes parallel and perpedicular to the s
wavelength grooves.9 Therefore, by fabricating quasiperiodi
subwavelength structures, for which the period and orien
tion of the subwavelength grooves were changed along
length of the element, we can realize space-variant wa
plates.

It is convenient to describe PBOEs using Jones calcu
The space-dependent transmission matrix for the PBOE
given by applying the optical rotator matrix on the Jon
matrix of the subwavelength dielectric grating to yield
helical basis5

T~x,y!5 1
2 ~ tx1tye

if!S 1 0

0 1D 1 1
2 ~ tx2tye

if!

3H 0 exp@ i2u~x,y!#

exp@2 i2u~x,y!# 0 J , ~1!
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wheretx , ty are the real amplitude transmission coefficie
for light polarized perpendicular and parallel to the optic
axes, andf is the retardation of the grating. Thus for a
incident plane-wave with arbitrary polarizationuEin&, we find
that the resulting field is

uEout&5AhEuEin&1AhRei2u(x,y)uR&1AhLe2 i2u(x,y)uL &,
~2!

where hE5u 1
2 (tx1tye

if)u2, hR5u 1
2 (tx2tye

if)^EinuL &u2,

hL5u 1
2 (tx2tye

if)^EinuR&u2, are the polarization order cou
pling efficiencies, ^aub& denotes inner product, anduR&
5(1 0)T and uL &5(0 1)T represent the right-hand and lef
hand circular polarization components, respectively. Fr
Eq. ~2! it is evident that the emerging beam from a PBO
comprises three polarization orders. The first maintains
original polarization state and phase of the incident be
the second is right-hand circular polarized and has a ph
modification of 2u(x,y), and the third has a polarizatio
direction and a phase modification opposite to that of
former polarization order. Note that the polarization ord
coupling efficiencies depend on the groove shape and m
rial, as well as on the polarization state of the incident be
For the substantial case oftx5ty51, and f5p an incident
wave with uR& polarization is subject to entire polarizatio
state conversion and results in emerging field

uEout&5e2 i2u(x,y)uL &. ~3!

An important feature of Eq.~3! is the phase facto
fd(x,y)umod 2p522u(x,y)umod 2p that depends on the loca
orientation of the subwavelength grating. This dependenc
geometrical in nature and originates solely from loc
changes in the polarization state of the emerging beam.5,8

In our approach, the continuous phase functionfd(x,y)
is approximated with discrete steps leading to the forma
of a PBOE with discrete local grating orientation. In th
scalar approximation, an incident wave front is multiplied
the phase function of the quantized phase element desc
by, exp@iF(fd)#, wherefd is the desired phase andF(fd) is
the actual quantized phase. The division of the desired ph
fd to N equal steps is shown in Fig. 1, where the act
quantized phaseF(fd) is given as a function of the desire

FIG. 1. Actual quantized phaseF(fd) as a function of the desired phas
fd , as well as the discrete local grating orientation. Inset, a scanning e
tron microscope image of a region on the subwavelength structure o
focusing lens.
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phase. The Fourier expansion of the actual phase fron
given by exp@iF(fd)#5(lCl exp(ilfd), where Cl is the
l th-order coefficient of the Fourier expansion. The diffracti
efficiency, h l , of the l th-diffracted order is given byh l

5uCl u2. Consequently, the diffraction efficiencyh1 for the
first diffracted order for such an element is related to
number of discrete levelsN by h15@(N/p)sin(p/N)#2. This
equation indicates that for 2, 4, 8, and 16 phase quantiza
levels, the diffraction efficiency will be 40.5%, 81.1%
95.0%, and 98.7%, respectively. The creation of a quanti
PBOE is done by discrete orientation of the local subwa
length grating as illustrated in Fig. 1.

The objective was to design a blazed polarization d
fraction grating, i.e., a grating for which all the diffracte
energy is in the first order, when the incident beam isuR&
polarized. We designed a quantized PBOE that acts as a
fraction grating by requiring thatfd5(2p/d)xumod 2p ,
forming the quantized phase functionF(fd) depicted in Fig.
1, whered is the period of the diffraction grating. In order t
illustrate the effectiveness of our approach, we realiz
quantized diffraction gratings with various number of d
crete levels,N52, 4, 8, 16, 128. The grating was fabricate
for CO2 laser radiation with a wavelength ofl510.6mm,
with diffraction grating periodd52.5 mm and subwave
length grating periodL52 mm. The dimensions of the ele
ments were 30 mm33 mm and consisted of 12 grating per
ods. The magnified geometry of the grating for the caseN
54 and the predicted geometrical quantized phase distr
tion are presented in Fig. 2. The elements were fabricated
500-mm-thick GaAs wafers using a single binary mask, co
tact photolithography, and electron-cyclotron resonance e
ing with BCl3 to nominal depth of 2.5mm, resulting in mea-
sured values of retardationf50.4p, and tx50.88, ty

50.77. These values are close to the theoretical predict
achieved using rigorous coupled wave analysis. After
fabrication, an antireflection coating was applied to the ba
side of the element. By combining such gratings in casca
we obtained a grating with a retardation phase close top.
The insets in Fig. 2 show scanning electron microscopy
ages of some regions of the grating with a number of disc
levels,N54, which was fabricated.

c-
he

FIG. 2. The magnified geometry of the grating forN54, as well as the
predicted geometrical quantized phase distribution, and scanning ele
microscopy images of some regions of the grating. Also shown, the m
sured ~triangles! and predicted~dashed curve! diffraction efficiency as a
function of the number of discrete levels,N.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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Following the fabrication, the quantized PBOEs we
illuminated with a right-hand circularly polarized beam,uR&,
at 10.6 mm wavelength. We used the circular polarizer
transmit only the desireduL & state and to eliminate theuR&
polarization order that appeared due to the insufficient etc
depth of the grating. Figure 2 shows the measured and
dicted diffraction efficiency for first diffracted order for th
different quantized PBOEs. The efficiencies are normali
relative to the total transmitted intensity for each eleme
The measured diffraction efficiency forN516 was 99%
61% rather than the 98.7% of the theoretical value. T
excellent agreement between the experimental results an
predicted efficiency confirms the expected quantized pha

In addition, we formed a quantized Pancharatnam–Be
phase focusing element for a 10.6mm wavelength, having a
quantized spherical phase function ofF(fd)5F@(2p/l)
3(x21y21 f 2)1/2#, with a 10 mm diameter, focal lengthf
5200 mm, and a number of discrete levelsN58. Figure 3
illustrates the magnified geometry of a focusing lens ba
on a quantized PBOE withN54, as well as the predicte
quantized geometrical phase. A scanning electron mic
scope image of a region on the subwavelength struct
which we had fabricated, is shown in the inset of Fig. 1
diffraction limited focused spot size foruL & transmitted beam
was measured, while illuminating the element withuR& po-
larization state, and inserting a circular polarizer. The inse
Fig. 3 shows the image of the focused spot size as well as
measured and theoretically calculated cross section.
measured diffraction efficiency was 94.5%61% in agree-
ment with the predicted value. The geometrical phase of
PBOE is polarization dependent, therefore, we experim
tally confirmed that our element is a converging lens
incident uR& state, and a diverging lens for incidentuL & state,
as indicated by Eq.~2!. For incidentuL & state the measure
focal length wasf 52200 mm as expected, whereas t
measured diffraction efficiency was identical to the measu
incident uR& state. Moreover, it is possible to form a bifoc
lens as a PBOE with a retardation phase off5p while
illuminating with a linear polarization beam, and inserting
refractive lens following the PBOE. A trifocal lens can b
created as a PBOE with a retardation phase off5p/2 re-
sulting in three distinct focuses foruR&, linear, anduL & polar-
ization states.

To conclude, we have demonstrated the formation
quantized Pancharatnam–Berry phase optical elements u
computer-generated space-variant subwavelength diele
grating. We have realized blazed diffraction gratings, as w
as a polarization dependent focusing lens. The introduc
Downloaded 21 Jan 2003 to 132.68.1.29. Redistribution subject to AIP
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of space varying geometrical phases through quanti
PBOEs, enables approaches for polarization-sensitive op
elements. We are currently investigating a photolithograp
process with the purpose of achieving accurate control of
retardation phase to yield only the desired polarization ord
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FIG. 3. Illustration of the magnified geometry of a quantized-PBOE foc
ing lens withN54, as well as the predicted quantized geometrical pha
Inset; the image of the focused spot size as well as the measured~dots!, and
theoretically calculated~solid curve! cross section.
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